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W E E K  S I X
C O N N E C T I N G  T O  S O U L



This week is the week we learn how
to reconnect to our inner voice,
intuition and emotional guidance
system.

This system is so delicately put in
place for our own good, but over the
years we forget how to listen to this
internal navigation system.

So how do we differentiate between
fear & intuition? 

Well, It's about listening & feeling.

Anxiety is future or past based and
has a feeling of dread or
nervousness attached, it's also
reactionary. 
While intuition is in the present
moment, it feels calm, neutral or a
deep knowing that you can't
rationalize with, it just is. 

It can take time to connect with
your intuition so just start small,
it’s all about daily practice babe.

let's get

CONNECTED
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“Practice listening to your intuition, your inner voice; ask

questions; be curious; see what you see; hear what you hear; and

then act upon what you know to be true. These intuitive powers

were given to your soul at birth.”

-Clarissa Pinkola Estés
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+ Our gut is our second brain so watch what foods you are
putting into your body, our gut is a huge helper in noticing our
intuition. Often false anxieties can stem from indigestion or
having eaten foods that our body doesn't agree with. Learning
how to intuitively eat can help immensely in listening to our
intuition, just take note of which foods make you feel heavy &
tired and what makes you feel light and energized. The lighter we
are digestively (I DO NOT MEAN WEIGHT) the easier it is to rid
ourselves of un-needed anxieties. ( but like also eat the pizza
babe ) 

+ Observe your energy when you are around others. Do some
people make you feel drained or do they make you feel
excited/expansive? If you feel heavy or tired around someone, it
may be time to question the relationship.

+ When you get flashes of inspiration follow it, don’t question it
babe!

TIPS TO CONNECT



INTUITION JUST IS, YOU CAN'T REASON WITH YOUR KNOWING.
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+ How do we listen to intuition when we are doing something
nerve-wracking?
 Ex. A public speech, going on a first date, going for a job
interview etc. 
Well, usually there is a mix of butterflies, sprinkles of nerves &
excitement. 
This is good, go for it, honour your feelings of being nervous,
they are completely normal. Remember anxiety will try to
keep you SAFE and try to disguise itself as intuition,
sometimes you have to take a step back here and ask... 
"Am I wanting to be safe so I don't have to deal with these
uncomfortable feelings of nervousness? but will this
experience serve me in the long run?"
Again if there is a DEEP heaviness before going on a date or
job interview take a moment, listen, do a quick meditation. 
After with your hand on your heart simply ask yourself 
"Is this in alignment with me?"
Don’t overthink it, the answer that comes into your head
immediately is usually correct, don't question it.

+ Everyone feels their intuition a little differently, but ask yourself
while looking for signs; is it a light tingle of expansion? (feels
good, light, a deep knowing) then go for it.
If something is “unsafe” for us you may feel it in your chest or a
deep heaviness within (no anxiety just a knowing this isn’t in
alignment) Anxiety is not intuition. 



Creation from fear creates more anxiety, creation from intuition

creates more alignment & flow.

CONNECTING TO SOUL

+ Do you have a strong connection to your intuition?

+ How do you make decisions? Is it difficult or easy?
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QUIET YOUR

MIND &

L ISTEN
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+ Name 1-3 times when your intuition guided you.

+ Do you make most of your choices based on fear
& anxiety or do you honour your intuition? and can
you tell the difference between the two?



WHAT A GIFT IT IS

TO HAVE AN

INTERNAL GPS

CONSTANTLY 

GUIDING
US
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+ Do you believe the universe is here to support
you and co-create your dream life WITH you? If 
not why?

+ When do you feel most in flow with life?

+ Name a time when you ignored your intuition &
what happened?
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+ Do you go on your phone first thing in the morning?

+ Do you have a magical morning practise? If so what does it look
like?

M A G I C A L  M O R N I N G S

Having a magical morning practice can greatly enhance your well-being.
When we commit to having sacred alone time before starting our day, it
offers us a strong foundation to stand on while navigating everything life
throws our way. Starting our day in conscious stillness also helps
connect to our intuition. Answer these Q's then see attached workbook
in module to build your own morning routine! 

+ Do you give yourself enough time in the mornings or are you
rushing around frantically ?



CONCIOUS

AWARENESS

This week we are truly setting
the stage for our lives to be
guided by our intuition,
sticking to your morning
routine will radically change
your life. Take each day as it
comes and each moment with
the same curiosity you had as
a child, your emotions are
pure magic. They truly are
there to guide you through this
wild journey. 
Whenever you doubt yourself,
that's okay, just breathe and
come back to your heart. 

You can have major shifts in such
a short time if you just TRUST.

YOU ARE ALWAYS BEING GUIDED 

I invite you to take this with as
much lightheartedness as
possible. It can feel
overwhelming at first when
trying to tune in to your intuition
but let me leave you with this. 
You can and will NEVER make a
wrong decision, life is all about
the lessons and everything we
learn along the way. When
making a decision just trust that
no matter what you will grow
from every experience and
know it's always for your greater
good even if it doesn't feel like it.
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Love Always,
Pia Rose
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